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 Once upon a time, Anatoly and his father 
went fishing near the Tom River.  Every spring 
and summer they would hike to their dacha and 
enjoy the beautiful weather.  This year was special 
because they both had new fishing rods.  

Anatoly’s rod was red.   
His father’s rod was green.



 The trees provided shade for the many fish that played games 
around the rocks.  Depending on the size of the rocks and the 
force of the river, the water created different musical notes.   
 

 One afternoon, three 
fish decided to play chase. 
As they swam in circles 
around each other, one 
jumped out of the water 
trying to catch a

In a duet with the sky, the sun and water would bounce off of the

rocks creating even more harmony.

fly.



  The second fish swam on top of the 
shimmering water.  

 The third fish began to explore the 
pebbles beneath the surface.  He was 
concentrating so intently on the stones, he 
did not notice the fish hook until it was too 
late.  He immediately found himself flying 
through the air splashing water in every 
direction.



“W
hoa, I a

m a fi sh.  I can’t  f ly” 
   he yelled with all of his thoughts.



 Next the fish found himself staring 
eye-to-eye with Anatoly.  He tried to 
catch his wits and slow down the 
breathing through his gills.  As he 
tried to wriggle free, the young 
boy squeezed  harder.

“Papa look!” said Anatoly. 
”I caught a big, big fish.  
Let’s cook him for 
dinner!”

The fish understood 
this conversation 
and he struggled 
to escape.  Anatoly 
began to squeeze 
harder and harder 
using all of his 
strength.

The fish tried to think 

as loud as he could  
“Let me go! 
Let me free!”

But Anatoly began to squeeze 
even harder, using both of his 
hands.



However, both Anatoly and the fish forgot that fish are slippery.  So 

when Anatoly squeezed too hard, the fish “popped” out of his 
hands, arched back into the air and flipped over into the river.

“Whew, that was close,”  
he thought to himself.  He soon caught 
up with his friends as they raced 
downstream.



The next day the nearsighted fish wore a new pair of 
sunglasses which helped him avoid future fish hooks.

Every summer thereafter the fish would wave 
to Anatoly as he swam towards the lake.

In this way Anatoly and the big, big fish 
lived to a ripe old age.



The End


